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Executive Summary
Within the Art-Cherie project, University of the Arts 
London - London College of Fashion (UAL-LCF) 
is developing a vocational training course, for the 
improvement of EU fashion designers. In Intellectual 
output 6, UAL-LCF delivered the outline of a university 
course worth 7.5 ECTS credits, according to the 
European Standard (EQF, ECVET). 
Six essential areas are explored in the curriculum: 
Garment design, Womenswear, Colour, Pattern, 
Menswear, Embroidery and Knit. The last unit 
consolidates the learning from the course into a creative 
portfolio. The course is building on the three most 
relevant research methods to the design disciplines: 
Visual Research, Contextual Approaches and Object 
Analysis. All three are explained in the first unit by a 
lecture, followed by a workshop. In the following phase 
of the project, two units will be piloted in the online 
course of the Art-Cherie project.
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The purpose of the online Art Cherie course was to 
offer EU designers and students in fashion schools, the 
chance to participate in an innovative fashion design 
training scheme. The aim is to improve the competitive 
advantage of the fashion sector by encouraging a 
new contemporary reinterpretation of the fashion 
cultural heritage, which in turns supports innovation 
and research into product design and hones the skills, 
know-how and creative inspiration of the designers of 
tomorrow. The curriculum has been developed with 
multidisciplinary modules to address different skills, 
know-how and methodologies. Study-tracks and non-
credit courses are offered to address accessibility and 
flexibility of study for the users.

The course primarily aims at professional designers 
working in the industry, but can also be implemented 
as an innovative blended learning tool for HEI 
fashion students in the final stages of their study. The 
multidisciplinary nature of the Training Curricula, does 
not refrain each user from selecting specific areas of 
interest, such as textile or colour.

The curriculum has been defined and developed 
according to the European Standard (EQF, ECVET) and 
will deliver a 7.5 ECTS-credit university course. 
In Intellectual Output 6 we will deliver the outline for the 
whole course, and 2 units from the course will be piloted 
in the online course of the Art-Cherie project. UAL will 
develop Unit 1 and Unit 5 in English and summaries 
will be translated in all partner languages. HCIA, Prato 
Textile Museum and EURATEX will be the partners 
responsible for the translation in Greek, Italian and 
French respectively. 

In the initial design stages of 
the online course, the UAL-LCF 
project team -experienced in the 
development of online courses- 
discussed a range of research 
methods and identified the following 
as most relevant to the design 
disciplines for the course to focus: 
Visual Research, Contextual 
Research and Object Analysis. 
The three different approaches are 
all explained in the first unit by an 
Introduction followed by a set of 
workshops. Furthermore, in joint 
agreement with the other partners, 
six areas have been identified 
as essential areas to explore: 
Womenswear, Colour, Pattern, 
Menswear, Embroidery and Knit. The 
last unit is set up to consolidate the 
learning from the course to produce 
a creative portfolio. (See below the 

outline course for details); 
1) The first unit includes exploration 
of the research process in design, 
incorporating context (social, 
historical, theoretical, processes) and 
focus on Womenswear.

2) A second unit is based on Colour 
and Design including references to 
trend analysis. This will be only an 
outline.

3) The third unit comprises deeper 
exploration of a visual research 
process with a focus on Patterns. 
This will be only an outline. 

4) The fourth unit will deepen the 
exploration of object analysis 
incorporating social, historical 
and theoretical contexts applied 
to Menswear. This will be only an 
outline.

5) The fifth unit in development has 
been identified as Embroidery to 
embrace the specific strength of 
both London College of Fashion -for 
contents related to education and 
industrial experience-, as well as 
the Prato museum archive -for its 
impressive fabric and embroidery 
collection.

6) The sixth unit will apply research 
methods creatively to Knits. This will 
be only an outline.

7) The seventh and last unit 
will consolidate the learning by 
exploring a mixed method approach, 
influencing the design of a product 
range such as a Womenswear piece 
to incorporate developments in 
colour and knit. This will be only an 
outline.

Methodology

Introduction
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In a close dialogue with the Prato Textile Museum, a 
digitised collection has been developed and identified. 
The Prato Textile Museum has also provided contextual 
information on the garments and textiles that will be 
used in unit 1 and unit 5. Furthermore, the course will 
encourage fashion designers to use different online 
fashion archives such as EUROPEANA (the metadata-
aggregator and display space for European digitized 
works through assembled collections shared by 
thousands of European museum and galleries) and the 
Google Arts and Culture project We Wear Culture. 

Partners agreed that given the financial restrictions 
regarding the production of the course, only 2 units 
will be implemented in this project. The responses and 
feedback on the outline has been reworked during 
two meetings held in July 2017 and January 2018 
respectively. The first unit will focus on garment design, 
the fifth on embroidery.

Unit 1
The Prato Textile Museum online 
archive was researched to identify 3 
examples of women’s fashion items 
that would offer a breadth of scope 
for exploring the selected research 
methods. The chosen examples 
are: Formal gown, needlepoint 
embroidery, plastic beads and 
pendants (1966/8); Wedding dress 
worn by Liliana Ciolini (1947); 
Formal gown worn by Beatrice Verity 
Manners’ (late 19th century).

The selected examples represent 
3 eras of fashion. In addition, they 
each have a particular style of detail, 
through fabric manipulation and/
or embellishment, which provides 
further research inspiration, linked 
to subsequent units. The examples 
are all of neutral color, to provide a 
‘blank canvas’ on which to practice 
the research methods.

Unit 5  
The Prato Textile Museum online and 
physical archive was researched 
to identify several examples of 
textiles that would offer scope to 
explore both research methods and 
the range of selected embroidery 
and embellishment techniques, to 
provide inspiration through research. 

The examples have been selected 
for their particular style of detail: 
colour, pattern or surface texture, 
to provide further opportunities for 
research and inspiration linked to the 
unit subject area and/ or subsequent 
units. 
The selected examples will add 
diversity to the pilot units drawing on 
Western and Non-Western sources 
within the museum. The textiles are 
not all embroidered, and as such, 
will demonstrate how diverse objects 
within the museum can be used to 

inspire embroidered and 
embellished textile design. 
The textiles will be supported by 
the selection of further artefacts 
from the museum again that may 
be selected for colour or pattern 
or relation to intended embroidery 
sample method and include prints 
and artists’ sketchbooks These, 
have been being selected with 
The London Embroidery Studio 
and other external designers. 
Embroidery is a vast subject area 
with many historical techniques. The 
techniques that have been identified 
as most appropriate to textiles and 
fashion design to be included within 
the timeframe are: stitch, beading, 
appliqué, cutwork and quilting. As a 
related technique laser cutting and/ 
or engraving may be included.
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Dissemination during Intellectual 
Output 6
Professor Jose Teunissen, Dean of School of Design 
and Technology, UAL-LCF attended the Fashion Digital 
Memories EUROPEANA Fashion symposium on 22-23 
May 2017 in Venice, where she delivered a paper on the 
Art-Cherie project and talked about the new challenges 
fashion designers have to face at a time where there 
is an abundance of images on internet and a variety of 
consumers’ data captured. 

The paper CADCAM: the continuation of craft 
embroidery traditions was presented by Polly Kenny at 
the international Cloth Cultures conference November 
9-11, 2017 in Toronto, in the Makers and Making section. 
The conference explored the material culture of textiles 
through the work and legacies of Dorothy Burnham, an 
internationally renowned textile scholar. Burnham was 
in the vanguard of the generation of early 20th century 
curators who made textiles and costume a field of valid 
scholarly research. The paper focused on case studies 
of staff, industry and student research to consider the 
embedding of the study and use of the archive to enrich 
learning as well as how technological innovation can 
be explored to support conventional methods of textile 
design. During the introduction to the presentation 
reference was made to the Art-Cherie project. 

Conclusions

The outline of the curriculum was initially drafted around 
digital education and learning of UAL-LCF based on 
their rich expertise in offering a wide range of short 
courses online. During the curriculum development 
process, a close dialogue with Prato Textile Museum was 
maintained. Not only the selection and the digitalisation 
options of their archive pieces was discussed, but Prato 
Textile Museum also actively contributed to the content 
by proposing additional alternative archive examples 
that could deepen the themes explored within the units, 
and also added an elaborate context of all digitalised 
images. 

The two transnational meetings held in July 2017 and 
January 2018 and Skype meetings with Gnosi-NGO, 
the Hellenistic Fashion Industry Association (HCIA) and 
Euratex have helped to sharpen and define the focus 
group of the curriculum: professional designers and 
the HEI fashion students. In Intellectual Output 7 we will 
develop the production of Unit 1 and Unit 5 as two online 
training units.
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Session 1 Womenswear

Session Topic 
and Learning 
Activity

Overview of the research process in the context of studying design:

Contextualise research for the purpose of this course:
• Introduce visual research, contextual research and object analysis.
• Define visual research through process and Prato digital archive examples. Text and      
 visual based ‘how to’ activity.

Set the task to practice visual research of a prescribed garment 

• Define contextual research through process and Prato digital archive examples 
• Text and visual based ‘how to’ activity, contextualising with examples of LCF 
 students’ work 

Set the task to practice a contextual research approach of a prescribed garment 

• Define object analysis  through process and Prato digital archive examples 
• Text and visual based ‘how to’ activity, contextualising with examples of LCF 
 students’ work 

Set the task to practice object analysis of a prescribed garment.

Self-directed 
Study Activities

• Conduct visual research of the prescribed archive pieces 

• Apply a contextual research approach to the prescribed archive pieces 

• Conduct object analysis of the prescribed archive pieces 

Resources 
required

• Text to deliver each method; process and examples 

• Prepare material for each method

• Text/recording of the delivery

• Design the task to be undertaken, using examples from the Prato digital archive

• Digital images of selected archive pieces; front, back, enlarged sections, internals

Recommended reading:

De la Haye, A. & Clark, J (2008) One Object: Multiple Interpretations, Fashion Theory Vol.12 (2): 
137-170

Gaimster, J. (2011) Visual Research Methods in Fashion. Oxford: Berg Publishers
Mida, K. and Kim, A., (2015) The Dress Detective. Bloomsbury: London

Steele, V. (1998) A museum of fashion is more than a clothes bag, Fashion Theory Vol 2 (4): 327-
336

13 hours delivery, 9 hours self-directed

Total = 22 hours

Hours
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Session 2 Colour

Session Topic 
and Learning 
Activity

Deeper exploration of the research process, incorporating contextual analysis (social, 
historical, theoretical, processes):

• Overview of the above influences to design outcomes 

• Discuss influences to design outcomes. Use archive and external examples* to discuss 
 materials/components/techniques used in a contextual research context 

• Text and visual activity, designed to ‘layer in’ information, directing the learner towards   
 what, how and where to access further contextual research

Set the task to practice research of the wider influences to a prescribed archive piece 

Self-directed 
Study Activities

• Conduct exploration of 3 prescribed archive pieces from a contextual
 research perspective:
 combine archive pieces from different eras/themes and disciplines.

Resources 
required

• Text to present overview

• Expert to discuss the social, historical, theoretical, industrial influences in relation to 
 the examples

• Prepare material for the examples

• Text/recording of the delivery

• Design the task to be undertaken

*external examples from Europeana

7 hours delivery, 9 hours self-directed

Total = 16 hours

Hours

Session 3 Pattern

Session Topic 
and Learning 
Activity

Continuing with deeper exploration of the visual research process 

• Discuss the influences to design outcomes using archive and external examples* to   
 conduct visual research

• Text and visual based activity, designed to layer in information and direct the learner   
 towards what, how and where to access further research initiated through visual research 

Set the task to practice research of the wider influences to garments and textiles (different 
selection to previous session)

Self-directed 
Study Activities

• Conduct exploration of 3 archive pieces from a visual research perspective:
 Selecting garments and textiles from differing eras/themes 
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Resources 
required

Session 4 Menswear

Session Topic 
and Learning 
Activity

Continuing with deeper exploration of the object analysis process, incorporating i.e. social, 
historical, theoretical, industrial, cultural context

• Discuss the influences to design outcomes using archive and external examples to apply  
 an object analysis approach

• Text and visual based activity, designed to layer in information and direct the learner   
 towards what, how and where to access further research initiated through object analysis

Set the task to practice research of the wider influences to a prescribed menswear garment 
(different selection to the previous sessions)

Self-directed 
Study Activities

• Apply deeper object analysis approach to the research of 3 menswear garments from 3  
 different eras. 

Resources 
required

• Text to discuss the social, historical, theoretical, industrial, cultural influences in relation   
 to the examples

• Prepare material for the examples

• Text/recording of the delivery

• Design the task to be undertaken

5 hours delivery, 9 hours self-directed

Total = 14 hours

Hours

• Text to discuss the influences in relation to the examples

• Prepare material for the examples

• Text/recording of the delivery

• Design the task to be undertaken

*external examples from Europeana, tbc

5 hours delivery, 9 hours self-directed

Total = 14 hours

Hours
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Session 5 Embroidery

Session Topic 
and Learning 
Activity

Apply the research methods creatively/innovatively:

• Discuss a mixed methods approach to research of embroidered textiles

• Introduction to main embellishment methods

• Set the task 

• to research Prato and wider sources identifying examples of key techniques: and   
 contemporary use to create own reference list of samples, collated images. 

Introduction to Colour & Trends 
Set the task/s:

• to research trends from available sources, select colourway from Trend prediction to   
 apply later to sample design. 

• to create own colour palette – from archive sample and to translate archive piece using   
 own colour way. 

Designing for Embroidery
Set the Task: 

• select museum sample/s and apply mixed research methodology to selected sample   
 from Prato archive and related resources. to design a layered CAD stitch sample 
 Designing for beadwork

Set the task (optional):
• to select archive sample to analyse using mixed methods emphasis

• Presenting mixed research methods in a portfolio format (Case Study)

Self-directed 
Study Activities

Apply a mixed method research approach (object analysis/visual research/contextual research) 
to a selection of embroidered textiles from the archive, defining a theme.

Collate your work into a digital design portfolio

Resources 
required

• Expert to discuss the application of mixed research methods

• Text to discuss audiences for research outcomes

• Prepare case studies and workshop/s for the examples

• Text/videoing of the workshop

Refer to Europeana for wider archive sources

5 hours delivery, 20 hours self-directed

Total = 25 

Hours
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Session 6 Kint

Session Topic 
and Learning 
Activity

Continue to apply the research methods creatively/innovatively:

• Discuss a mixed-methods approach to research knitted textiles.

• Presenting mixed-methods research in a presentation format 

Consider and research the audience for these outcomes. What is the context of your 
presentation? 

Self-directed 
Study Activities

Apply a mixed method research approach (object analysis/visual research/contextual research) 
to a range of knitted textile from the archive, defining a theme.

Collate your work into a digital presentation 

Resources 
required

• Staff and prepare the workshop 

• Text/recording of the workshop

Refer to Europeana for wider archive sources

3 hours delivery, 20 hours self-directed

Total = 22 hours

Hours

Session 7

Session Topic 
and Learning 
Activity

Consolidate the learning from the course to produce a creative portfolio:

• Discuss a mixed methods approach influencing the design of a product range

• Designing a product range and collating into a digital portfolio.

Self-directed 
Study Activities

Apply a mixed method research approach (object analysis/visual research/contextual research) 
to the design of a collection of either menswear or womenswear. The collection should 
incorporate colour, and knit or embroidery

Collate your work into a digital design portfolio. 

Resources 
required

• Staff and prepare the workshop 

• Text/recording of the workshop

Refer to Europeana for wider archive sources

3 hours delivery, 20 hours self-directed

Total = 22 hours

Hours
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Achieving and Retrieving Creativity through European 
fashion Cultural Heritage Inspiration – Art-Cherie 
https://www.artcherie.eu/
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